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4 current wide-body commercial aircraft [23] , for which a wealth of experimental and numerical data is available.
This configuration has been deeply studied at ONERA [24, 25, 26] .
The paper is organized as follows: first, the CRM geometry is briefly described. Then, the reference grids and results from DPW-4 and DPW-5 will be presented; they will be used for comparison purposes. The near and Cartesian off-body grid method in itself will be explained and the associated grids will be shown. In a short section, the ONERA CFD software used for the RANS computations and post-processing will be described. Finally, the results obtained by this innovative meshing strategy will be analyzed and commented. Some numerical considerations involving multigrid techniques and grid adaptation will be addressed.
II. The CRM as a Multi-Element configuration A. CRM Geometry
In the context of DPW-4 and DPW-5 studies, the CRM wing-body (WB) configuration has respectively been used either with a Horizontal Tail Plane (HTP) or without. This relevant geometry was designed by a NASA / Boeing Technical Working Group. As a result, the CRM has the following characteristics: conventional low-wing As mentioned in recent articles [27] , studies carried out by NASA in 2012 revealed that the experimental model and the numerical geometry provided by the DPW Committee have different wing twists at the design point. In this article, even if experimental data is used for some comparisons, only the original wing of the DPW-4/5 will be used. Fig. 1 shows the complete configuration.
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Fig. 1 The Common Research Model in meters.
As it can be noticed, the CRM exhibited in Fig. 1 has a Vertical Tail Plane (VTP). The VTP geometry has not been provided by the DPW Committee: it has been designed by the Applied Aerodynamics Department of ONERA.
Indeed, with the authorization of NASA, the ONERA is planning to carry out test campaigns using its own CRM model. This configuration will be used as a reference model for the largest ONERA wind tunnel (S1). In this context, the design of a VTP has been completed. The Computer-Aided Design (CAD) geometry of this new element has been recently shared with NASA.
In Fig. 1 , it can be observed that the original CRM geometry already includes a functional area on the upper part of the rear fuselage which perfectly corresponds to the location of a VTP. This hollow partly compensates the volume effect of the vertical tail on the fuselage, thus mitigating local drag rise and flow separation risk. The VTP planform defined at ONERA has the following characteristics: projected surface of 56 m², a root chord of 7.935 m, a tip chord of 2.576 m, a leading edge sweep angle of 44.5°, and a trailing edge sweep angle of 22.2°. As a consequence, the VTP is about 10 meters high. Once the planform has been set, a NACA-64A011 airfoil exhibiting 13 .42% of relative thickness has been chosen to generate the three-dimensional (3D) shape. This airfoil is considered as suitable for such purposes, having a maximum thickness close to the mid chord.
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B. CRM Element by Element
All the CRM elements (fuselage, wing, HTP at 0°, VTP) mentioned in the former paragraph will be used in this paper. As said previously, these basic pieces will be meshed independently. To illustrate this approach, Fig. 2 exhibits the CRM breakdown: each element is considered separately. Moreover, as it can be noticed, for meshing purposes, a part of the fuselage surface will be used in order to build the near-body grids of the other elements. 
III. Reference Grids and Data
In order to compare and validate the results obtained with the ONERA meshing approach presented in this article, some reference grids and data are required. As mentioned in the introduction, the literature focusing on the CRM is abundant. In the framework of the Drag Prediction Workshops, many grids and results have been made available for all the DPW community.
Concerning grids, the family of point-matched multiblock meshes provided by the DPW-5 Committee for the CRM wing-body configuration will be used [28] . These structured grids have produced very satisfactory results and quite good agreement with the National Transonic Facility (NTF) experimental data [25] . The different characteristics of these meshes are indicated in Table 1 : grids obtained by an hyperbolic mesh generation tool starting from a discretization of the surfaces (see Fig. 3 ). They are made of 5 structured blocks. Grid quality, i.e. grid spacing, stretching ratio and grid orthogonality, is well controlled using this mesh generation method. The height of the first cell next to the wall varies from Y + = 2.00 for the tiny grid to Y + = 0.33 for the super-fine mesh. The mesh extent is greater than 100 mean-aerodynamic chords.
An illustration of the refinement levels is given in Fig. 3 . If the expected accuracy for drag prediction is below the count (1 drag count = 4 
10
− ), the grid convergence study shown in [25] indicates that the fourth refinement level (L4 / 17 million elements) is sufficient to evaluate the aerodynamic coefficients correctly. 
L5 L5
8 Concerning reference data for the wing-body configuration at the design point (Ma = 0.85, Re = 5 millions, CL = 0.5), the experimental measurement in NTF [29] gives a drag level of 248 counts. However, as said previously, the NTF model and numerical CAD have slightly different wing twists. Furthermore, in the experiments, laminar zones were present up to 10% chord while the DPW computations are fully turbulent. These discrepancies clearly impact the agreement that can be achieved, as shown in [26] . As a consequence, the closest reference data that can be used for this paper correspond to the numerical results obtained with the DPW-5 common grids described above. Some of these outcomes are presented in [25] , they include near-field and far-field components. Since the grid converged value of drag obtained by ONERA is equal to the CFD median of all DPW-5 participants [30] , the confidence in the following values can be considered as satisfactory: the expected total drag value for the CRM wing-body configuration is 250 drag counts: 135 counts of pressure drag, and 115 counts of friction drag.
To evaluate the results which will be obtained with the Horizontal Tail Plane, the ONERA results obtained in the context of DPW-4 will be considered. The drag variation observed in [24] when adding the HTP to the wing-body will be used as reference value. Moreover, the NTF data, which includes test configurations with the tail, will also be given.
Concerning the Vertical Tail Plane, as no data exists today, the validation of results will have to wait the coming ONERA test campaigns. Nevertheless, it is used in this article for two reasons: first, to highlight the flexibility of the chosen mesh strategy and then to share this new CRM element with the community.
IV. Near-body and Cartesian Off-body Grids: an Overset Approach
A. Steps and Advantages of the Approach
Since the concept of near-body/off-body mesh partitioning of the computational domain is described in the introduction, only the main steps are presented here:
1) A set of near-body structured grids is built around each element of the configuration by using dedicated software. The grids defining the different elements may exhibit overlapping areas;
2) Off-body Cartesian grids are automatically generated;
3) Overset grid assembly between overlapping grids obtained in steps 1 and 2 is completed.
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This approach has several advantages:
1) Volume grids are obtained by extruding surface abutting grids defining each element, resulting in O-type or C-type meshes: no expertise is required to define the blocking of the whole configuration, as it should be done when using transfinite interpolation method. As a consequence, in comparison with a good-quality mesh using a structured classical multiblock approach, the mesh generation step is significantly reduced.
2) Since the present approach takes advantage of the flexibility of the overset method, it is perfectly suitable for handling configurations where elements such as tail planes, nacelles or winglets are likely to be added or removed, whereas the whole mesh should be rebuilt using a multiblock approach.
3) Cartesian off-body grids are adapted to the spatial resolution of near-body grids at their external borders, where overset interpolations occur, ensuring a correct grid assembly between near and off-body grids.
4) Cartesian off-body grids can be easily adapted according to physical criteria, resulting in a better capture of flow features, such as wakes and shocks.
To conclude, since this meshing approach is based on overset techniques, it must be said that a certain expertise in this field is required in order to apply it efficiently. The interactions (overset interpolations) between the near-body and Cartesian grids should be managed carefully.
B. Near-body Grids
To illustrate the generation of the body-fitted curvilinear grids, the CRM elements which have been presented in section II will be used as examples. This step should be realized using dedicated meshing software. In this study, Pointwise [16] has been used. It is an efficient meshing tool which allows to generate satisfactory 3D grids (automatic extrusion) from a surface discretization defined by the user. All the near-body grids presented here are basic O-type grids but C-type grids can be done as well. As it has been proved as sufficient, the refinement of the mesh L4 has been used as an example for the surface grids which are shown below.
Because of its importance in terms of aerodynamics, the mesh around the wing is the first to be presented. The 2D surface discretization which has been imposed is given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . The chord is defined by 165 points while there is 150 points in the spanwise direction. The refinement of the latter is greater in the root and tip areas. As mentioned previously, the mesh around the wing must lean against the fuselage surface in order to represent the wing-body junction; otherwise, a collar grid would be necessary. A particular aspect of this area, which is visible in Fig. 5 , is the fact that the spanwise and normal point distributions at the root both start with micrometric cells. The mesh topology is quite different in the L i family: the micrometric distribution is imposed on the bisector of the wing body junction (see Fig. 3 ). It will be demonstrated that this difference has an impact on the side-of-body flow separation prediction. If configurations more realistic are considered, this type of junctions (corners) may be smoothed with fillets but it would not affect the methodology: the near-body grid of the wing would be generated according to the specific junction. 
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A close-up view of the resulting mesh around the wing in a section along the span is displayed in Fig. 6 , showing the structure of the O-type mesh. As it can be observed, very satisfactory grid orthogonality to the walls is ensured.
Directly at the skin, the extrusion is performed in a way such that several cell layers have the same height. Then, a low stretching ratio (1.15) is applied to build the cells aimed at describing the boundary layer (50 points in the normal direction). Finally, cell layers are added to adjust the mesh extent. As it can be seen in Fig. 6 , the cell height is quite uniform at external borders of near-body grids, in order to ensure good-quality overset transfers from offbody to near-body grids. For the wing, the mesh extent is quite large. Indeed, in transonic conditions, a supersonic zone going over the curvilinear mesh might be insufficiently described under certain circumstances. In order to prevent this, the extent has been chosen such as the supersonic areas remain deeply inside the near-body mesh.
Furthermore, a special care has been given to the trailing edge area refinement, as is the case for the L i family (see Fig. 3 ). The close-up view in Fig. 6 shows that the refinement on the blunt trailing edge (9 points) imposes a high point density in the rear part of the airfoil: this aspect is of prime importance for O-type grids. The complete wing mesh is shown in Fig. 7 . Several cuts represent the O-grids around different wing sections and the right-hand side figure exhibits the global outer border. It can be noticed that the wing mesh extent is significantly reduced at the root in order to match the surface fuselage used for the wing-body junction. In practice, the required time frame to realize such a mesh is one day. It is composed of about 6 million elements. The grids of the horizontal and vertical tailplanes are generated using the same method as for the wing. Once the surface mesh is defined, the extrusion is performed in order to obtain a satisfactory 3D mesh. For these elements, as no shocks exist at the design point, the extent can be more limited. The HTP mesh is made of about 1.8 million cells.
It is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 .
In terms of topology and aspect, the vertical tailplane grid shape is equivalent to the HTP mesh. Nevertheless, the refinement level is lower for the VTP. It only includes 0.8 million elements. This is due to the fact that fewer aerodynamic interactions are expected in this area. Another difference with the wing and HTP grids is the fact that a symmetry plane condition is needed here, the VTP being, as the fuselage, a half configuration. Fig. 10 shows the complete mesh of the vertical tail. For sake of clarity, the cut at mid-chord is blanked after mid-span. The fuselage mesh generation is clearly the less complex since no junction exists. As it can be seen in Fig. 11 , this mesh is simply a semi-cylinder surrounding the surface. Nevertheless, the point distribution in the longitudinal direction must be refined enough to ensure a good overset assembly with the grids defining the other elements. This can be an iterative process. In practice, meshing such a simple geometry with Pointwise software requires less than half a day. The mesh presented in Fig. 11 is composed by 4.6 million cells. 
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To conclude about the near-body grid mesh generation, the extrusion process described for the wing mesh is identical for all the CRM elements which have been presented above (good mesh orthogonality, several skin cell layers of same height, a low growth ratio, about 50 cells in the boundary layer, an adjusted extent). Also, with efficient software, clean CAD models, and a little expertise, the meshing step consisting in creating near-body grids for the WB-HTP-VTP configuration can be completed in less than a week.
C. Off-body Cartesian Grids
The off-body Cartesian mesh overlapping near-body grids is generated automatically using Cassiopee functions [9] . The skeleton of the Cartesian set of uniform grids relies on an octree unstructured mesh, as detailed in [8] . This octree mesh is built from the surfaces defined by the wall borders of the near-body grids. A spacing parameter is then required in the vicinity of each surface and also the extent of the computational domain, which is 100 mean aerodynamic chords in this case (i.e. about 700 meters). Each element of the unstructured octree mesh defines a Cartesian elementary grid. Finally, Cartesian grids are abutting in a patch-grid fashion, as described in This is ensured by the generation of the octree. Fig. 13 shows the Cartesian mesh around the aircraft position. As expected, the Cartesian box exhibits a strong refinement close to the near-body meshes. Furthermore, the cell size between near-body and Cartesian grids is of same magnitude in regions where overset interpolations are expected, in order to keep interpolation errors as small as possible during overset transfers.
Since the input surfaces provided to generate the Cartesian box are defined by the aircraft surfaces in this example, the Cartesian grid gets coarser a few meters downstream of the plane, as it can be seen with Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 . Depending on the type of studies which are carried out, this particularity might be a problem. As it will be shown thereafter, a feature-based Cartesian mesh adaptation is a way of handling this aspect.
In practice, the time frame required to generate the off-body Cartesian mesh is not significant once the surfaces provided to generate the octree are defined (a few minutes). The resulting Cartesian mesh for the CRM Wing-Body configuration is composed by about 6 million cells. The number of points slightly grows for the CRM WB-HTP-VTP configuration. 
D. Overset Grid Assembly
Once the near-body grids and Cartesian box are available, the overset assembly needs to be completed. This assembly is performed using Cassiopée modules [9, 18] .
First, grid cells that lie inside bodies are blanked out according to assembly rules, as detailed in [17] . A slice in the spanwise direction is displayed in Fig. 15 , exhibiting the large overlapping between the Cartesian and the nearbody meshes around the wing. In order to mark Cartesian grid cells as solid points inside the body, the wing surface is defined as the blanking body. To prevent overset interpolations from occurring in the boundary layer, the blanking region can be enlarged of a distance delta. This distance is provided to the blanking function as a parameter. The result of this operation is given in Fig. 16 . In this approach, two layers of interpolated cells are defined at the fringe of blanked cells, and at external borders of near-body grids. Consequently, the delta parameter provided by the user must be carefully chosen to ensure a grid overlapping that enables to find valid donor cells for both grids.
As an alternative way to extend the blanked region, an overlap optimization can be performed to reduce automatically the overlapping between grids. This step enables to limit the areas of co-existent solutions, which usually improves the convergence of the CFD computation, as it will be demonstrated thereafter.
The overlap optimization algorithm is based on the algorithm developed in Pegasus [10] , giving priority to the cells of smallest volume in overlapping regions. Since the smallest cells can be alternatively in a grid or another grid 18 locally, resulting in spots of computed regions in both grids, an element can be of higher priority regarding other elements. For instance, the wing mesh can be of higher priority than the fuselage, then, its grid cells are favored in wing / fuselage overlapping regions. When applying the same priority to some elements, the criterion to favor a grid cell to another one is based on the smallest volume. In practice, the overlap optimization method is performed in a sequential mode. Thus, with the grids presented here, it can last more than one hour, whereas the blanking itself requires only a few minutes.
The result of the blanking followed by the overlap optimization between the wing and the Cartesian meshes (with a priority given to the wing mesh) is displayed in Fig. 17 , showing that the overlapping region is significantly reduced.
No orphan cell appears due to this overlap reduction and overset transfers between both grids occur far from the boundary layer. Note that cell sizes are of same magnitude in interpolation areas.
When walls are described twice by overlapping grids, for example the wing-body junction with two different near-body grids of fuselage and wing, a projection algorithm is performed to correctly compute donor cells and overset interpolation coefficients. This kind of technique is described in [31] . 
E. Sets of Grids used in this Study
1st Set of Grids
The first set of grids used in this paper corresponds to the meshes which have been shown to explain the nearbody / Cartesian off-body mesh partitioning of the computational domain.
delta
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Depending on the elements and blanking methods which are used, several global meshes can be created from the pieces which have been presented above. The first one, which will be called O1 0 , corresponds to the Wing-Body configuration without overlap optimization (Fig. 16) . The second mesh which is considered is O1: it is still the WB configuration but with overlap optimization (Fig. 17 ) . The results obtained with these two grids can be directly compared to the studies which have been carried out using the L i family. Then, the mesh O2 is composed of the WB configuration on which the HTP is added. Finally, the mesh O3 corresponds to the full configuration: WB-HTP-
VTP. An illustration is given in Fig. 18 . An overlap optimization has been applied for these grids. The priority order for the overlap optimization is the following (starting by the highest priority): Wing, HTP, VTP (for O3), Body, Cartesian mesh.
The Cartesian mesh is used in all these grids. Their characteristics are summarized in Table 2 . As it can be observed, these grids are comparable to the L4 mesh in term of number of cells. 
2nd Set of Grids
This second set of grids is based on the same method as previously. Some of these have already been shown in the reference [25] . They are a combination of the DPW-5 common multi-block grids and ONERA Cartesian grids.
As a consequence, only the Wing-Body configuration is concerned. These grids are used in this article for two reasons. First, since the near-body grids are rigorously identical to the ones of the L i family, the comparison is meaningful. In addition, in this study, Cartesian mesh adaptation has been performed on these meshes.
As these grids are mixed DPW-ONERA meshes, they will be named DO. Two refinement levels have been tested: DO1 and DO2. The near-body grids have been directly extracted from the common grids L2 and L4
respectively (see Table 1 ). Unlike the first set of meshes, the Wing-Body is described by a single multiblock nearbody mesh. The extent of the near-body mesh surrounding the aircraft is equal to one meter, as it can be observed in Table 3 . As the Cartesian mesh is set to be very refined here, it can be noticed that DO1 and DO2 are respectively greater than L2
and L4 in term of number of cells (see Table 1 ). On the other hand, the Cartesian adaptation exhibits a reasonable cost in terms of additional cells (+ 30%). Structured RANS computations were performed with the ONERA-elsA Navier-Stokes solver [14] . This software uses a cell-centered Finite-Volume discretization on structured point-matched and overset meshes. Time integration is carried out by a backward-Euler scheme with implicit LU-SSOR relaxation. Spatial discretization is achieved using a 2 nd order centered scheme of Jameson et al. [32] . Multigrid techniques are used to accelerate the convergence. In this study, turbulence effects are simulated by the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras model [33] .
All the elsA simulations were executed on a Silicon Graphics cluster (SGI ICE 8200). The overset computations carried out for this work have been performed in distributed mode, using 48 cores.
B. ONERA -ffd72 Post-Processing Code: the Far-Field Approach
The far-field method consists in integrating values in the flow domain whereas the near-field approach uses skin integrations only. The formulations and methods relative to the far-field theory have been presented in former publications [24, 34, 35, 36] . In this study, all the far-field analyses are carried out with the drag extraction software ffd72. It is entirely based on the formulations given in these references.
This code was developed to provide a physical drag breakdown into viscous, wave, and lift-induced components and therefore to eliminate the spurious drag by difference with the near-field drag coefficient. In practice, different volumes are defined around the aircraft so that the drag productions can be integrated (see Fig. 21 ). The control volumes VV and VW, respectively used to calculate the viscous and wave drag components, are defined automatically with physical criteria. They encapsulate the viscous layers (boundary layer and wake) and shocks.
Then, the volume which is considered for the lift-induced drag integration is specified by geometric constraints as shown in [24] .
Fig. 21 Control surfaces and volumes for far-field drag integration.
With its capability of quantifying the spurious drag, ffd72 is perfectly suitable for evaluating the quality of a mesh. Indeed, a mesh of poor quality will inevitably exhibit a strong spurious drag. By extension, this tool is a precious ally in order to validate a meshing strategy. ffd72 is used at the end of the CFD process. It is a postprocessing code working on the numerical solutions provided by the solver. The different drag coefficients which are used in this article are defined here:
While the first equation represents the classical breakdown of the near-field drag into pressure and friction components (which requires surface integrations only), the second exhibits the far-field drag coefficients. The spurious drag is then defined as drag generated through entropy or stagnation enthalpy variations along streamlines outside physical viscous layers and shocks, and not resulting from vortex decay. It is generally produced in regions of strong pressure gradients via the addition of artificial dissipation.
Moreover, the viscous pressure drag CDvp is also defined. It is the part of the viscous drag which is not due to the friction drag (displacement effect, flow separation…):
The far-field formulation allows for the following near-field/far-field drag balance: for the CRM configuration in cruise conditions. As explained, these volumes allow to calculate the far-field drag productions but moreover, they also enable to locate them around the aircraft. For a perfect understanding about the far-field integration volume features, see [24] . In Fig. 22 , a specific point which can be noticed is that some Cartesian cells are inside the viscous volume (wing wake). 
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VI. Numerical Considerations and Results
A. General Numerical Considerations
Before presenting the RANS computations which have been carried out, some points concerning the numerical convergence will be addressed. Indeed, several aspects can affect or improve the convergence process. First, the multigrid techniques can accelerate it. Nevertheless, the issue of multigrid methods applied on overset grids is known to be tricky (problems of blanking or interpolations on coarse grids). As a consequence, even if some tests have been done with two multigrid levels (i.e. two coarse levels generated from the initial mesh), the computations with only one multigrid level have been preferred. Then, as already said, the choice of blanking method (with or without overlap optimization) can have a significant impact on the computation convergence.
The tests which have been performed are summarized in Fig. 23 . The first set of grids described above has been used (O1 0 , O1, and O2). It is important to underline that all the computations concerning the CRM WB configuration shown in Fig. 23 converge to almost identical drag coefficients at the design point. As it can be observed, the multigrid method (even with only one level) significantly improves the convergence behavior. On the other hand, the time needed here for one solver iteration is nearly doubled using one multigrid level in comparison with a computation with no multigrid acceleration technique. Fig. 23 is the fact that the overlap optimization dramatically accelerates the convergence in this case. Despite this step can be long, it seems quite relevant, especially if many calculations are to be done. The number of computed cells is slightly lower using the overlap optimization, but this does not improve the time required to perform one iteration, since blanked regions are not removed from the global mesh. Then, it can be noticed that adding elements (such as the HTP) does not affect the good convergence which is observed.
What is remarkable in
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Fig. 23 Numerical convergence behaviors at the design point.
To conclude, in order to reach a satisfactory level of convergence, the iterations were continued largely after the fluxes were stable enough to observe a lift variation inferior to +/-0.001 and a drag variation inferior to one count as it is displayed in Fig. 24 for the WB-HTP with blanking and overlap optimization (O2) using one multigrid level. 
B. 1st Set of Computations
The results given in this section correspond to the ONERA overset grids presented in Table 2 . First, comparisons involving the global aerodynamic coefficients will be carried out. In a second time, some local analyses will be shown.
Global Analyses
This part starts with the results obtained with the Wing-Body configuration. As a consequence, the first computations which are presented have been carried out using O1o and O1 grids. Their size is similar to the size of the L4 mesh of the common DPW-5 mesh family. Therefore, it will logically be used for validation purposes. Table 4 exhibits the solver and far-field post-processing outcomes at the design point: Ma = 0.85, Re = 5 millions, CL = 0.5. The following comments can be made:
1) Before focusing on the mesh comparisons, it can be observed that the aerodynamic coefficients obtained for the CRM WB are typical of today's commercial aircraft. The total drag is close to 250 counts: 54% of pressure drag and 46% of friction drag. The viscous drag alone represents 62% of total drag. On the other hand, the CRM wing exhibits a very low wave drag level (less than 2%). The lift-induced drag component is close to 36% of the overall value which is an expected proportion for this type of aircraft in transonic conditions.
2) The last two columns of Table 4 confirm that the L4 mesh is fine enough to achieve a satisfactory accuracy.
Indeed, the differences observed between L4 (17 million cells) and L6 (138 million cells) for each coefficient are below 0.5 drag count. As a consequence, the size of the grids O1 o and O1 should be large enough to obtain equivalent results.
3) Considering numerical aspects, it can be noticed that all the meshes shown in Table 4 produce very low levels of spurious drag. As this coefficient is a good indicator of the mesh quality, this fact is a first validation point for the grids O1 o and O1.
4) Focusing now on the values obtained with O1 o and O1, it can be seen that both blanking methods finally give very similar results in this case. Indeed, the aerodynamic coefficients of the first two columns are almost identical.
Besides, the agreement which is observed with the L i family is very satisfactory: the differences observed for each component are clearly below the drag count.
5) Even if the agreement between the O i and L i grids is remarkable, a small difference appears concerning the
CDv and CDw coefficients. Indeed, it seems that the ONERA grids predict a lower wave drag while the viscous drag is slightly stronger. Nevertheless, the amplitude of this transfer is so limited (less than 0.5 counts) that it might be impossible to determine which outcome should be preferred.
6) Finally, in order to add experimental data to this validation process, it is recalled that the NTF drag value for the CRM WB configuration at the design point is 248 points [29] . As a consequence, the drag prediction close to 250 counts obtained with the grids O1 o and O1 could be considered as satisfactory. Nevertheless, this agreement between numerical and experimental sources hides the fact that at least two phenomena compensate each other.
First, as mentioned previously, the wing twist of the experimental model was different from the one of the numerical geometry: considering the wind tunnel twist implies a cost of 4 drag counts (50/50 contribution of lift-induced and wave components). Then, in the experiments, the wing flow was laminar up to 10% chord which represents a drag reduction of about 6 counts. Besides, support system effects are not taken into account. More detail about CRM WB numerical and experimental comparisons is available in [26] .
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As it has been shown that the ONERA grids of the Wing-Body configuration produce satisfactory results, the meshes including the horizontal tailplane can now be evaluated. In Table 5 , the O2 mesh of the WB-HTP model is compared to the O1 mesh. The drag variation due to the HTP is therefore evaluated. The delta which was observed in DPW-4 studies [24] is recalled in the last column. Table 5 , it can be said that:
1) Due to the fact that the HTP produces a negative lift, the incidence which is necessary to reach CL = 0.5 is increased. This has a negative impact on drag production. The total drag with HTP exhibits a value close to 270 counts. A great part of this additional drag is due to the friction component which is directly related to the wetted area. Over 20 counts of penalty, the friction drag represents a 60% contribution. Concerning pressure drag, the viscous pressure coefficient is increased of 5.7 counts (28%) and the wave drag is submitted to a significant growth of 2.1 counts (10%). As expected, the wave drag is very sensitive to the wing loading. Moreover, the fact that the spurious level remains almost identical signifies that the addition of the HTP mesh does not deteriorate the whole mesh quality.
2) When the delta due to the HTP of ONERA grids is compared to the values given by the DPW-4 meshes, it can be observed that the agreement is very good. The differences coefficient by coefficient are below the drag count.
This can be considered as a quite satisfactory validation since the meshing approaches are completely different.
Indeed, for the DPW-4 common studies, the computations were carried out with point-matched C-type grids of about 11 million cells and generating at least one count of spurious drag. To conclude on the global comparisons of ONERA and DPW grids, it has been shown that the near-body/offbody mesh partitioning is perfectly suitable for producing very satisfactory results in agreement with the today's CFD accuracy standards.
As specified previously, even if no other data exists concerning the vertical tailplane, the results which have been achieved with the full CRM configuration will be presented. In Table 6 , the values corresponding to the O3 mesh are compared to the WB-HTP configuration. Consequently, the delta due to the VTP can be quantified. As it can be noticed, the total drag penalty reaches about 11 counts. This is mainly due to the friction drag increase (77%). A simple verification can be done considering the wetted areas. The VTP planform is basically 1.5 times greater than the one of HTP (trapezium surface law). However, as only a half configuration is computed, the VTP surface is close to 75% of the HTP wetted area. Since the friction drag increase due to the HTP is close to 12 counts, the expected friction drag cost coming from the VTP should be close to 9 counts. As it can be noticed in Table 6 , this is verified. Furthermore, the obstruction caused by the VTP implies that the negative lift level generated by the HTP is weaker. As a consequence, the incidence at CL = 0.5 is 0.045° lower with the O3 mesh. It causes non-negligible reductions of the wave and lift-induced drag coefficients. These outcomes will have to be compared to the future ONERA wind tunnel tests involving the CRM vertical tailplane. 
Local Insights
As it has been announced, in addition to the global comparisons, local analyses confronting ONERA and DPW grids will be presented.
The first aspect which will be addressed is the side-of-body flow separation prediction. As mentioned in paragraph IV-B, the O i and L i families have different topologies at the wing-body junction (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 ).
As it can be observed in Fig. 25 , the ONERA O1 mesh is much more refined in the spanwise and normal directions than the L4 mesh. As a consequence, the flow resolution in this area cannot be similar. Besides, even when only the L i family is considered, it has been demonstrated that the flow separation increases with the mesh resolution (with the standard Spalart-Allmaras model, see [25] ). As it can be noticed in Fig. 26 , the topology of ONERA overset grids at the root is clearly favorable for the appearance of larger flow separations. Nevertheless, as shown in Table 4 , the impact of this greater side-of-body separation remains negligible in terms of global drag coefficients.
Furthermore, some tests have shown that the use of QCR corrections [37] leads to smaller corner flow separations even in presence of fine meshes. Then, still focusing on the WB configuration, the pressure distributions have been investigated. The values obtained with the L4 and O1 meshes at 50 and 95% of wingspan are given in Fig. 27 . It can be observed that the agreement is very good at midspan. On the other hand, at 95% span, some small discrepancies are visible on the first part of the upper side. Nevertheless, these differences are very limited in amplitude. In [26] , it can be seen that the difference of wing twist values between the experimental and numerical models reveals much more significant discrepancies on pressure distributions at wingtip than what is shown in Fig. 27 . This area of the wing is known to be very sensitive. As a conclusion on pressure distributions, the agreement between the ONERA overset meshes and the common DPW family of meshes is satisfactory. 
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To conclude this section, some far-field local analyses are presented. The productions of the viscous pressure and wave components in the spanwise direction are shown in Fig. 28 . The results obtained with the O1 mesh are compared to the values of the L4 mesh extracted from [26] . As in Table 4 , it can be seen that both meshes produce almost the same outcomes. In order to add a comparison point, which allows to show that the discrepancies between L4 and O1 are very limited, the spanwise productions given by the O3 mesh are also visible. Since this configuration includes the horizontal and vertical tailplanes, the profiles concerning O3 are significantly different. Due to the HTP position, the viscous pressure production in the first 30% of the span is much greater than it is for the WB geometry.
Considering the wave drag production, the fact that the coefficient obtained with the O3 mesh (4.8 counts) is stronger than the one given by O1 mesh (3.5 counts) is clearly explained by Fig. 28 . For the latter, the shock produces lower drag in the middle part of the wing. 
C. 2nd Set of Computations
The results shown in this section correspond to the mixed DPW-ONERA grids of the WB configuration presented in Table 3 . The objective here is to evaluate the influence of the off-body Cartesian mesh adaptation, when near-body grids extend to a distance that is too short downstream of the wing. The chosen sensor field for this adaptation is the turbulent viscosity. Initially, the Cartesian off-body mesh is refined in the vicinity of the bodies only, and not in the wake of the wing. After a first computation performed with the initial mesh, the Cartesian grid is adapted according to the octree approach described in [8] . The converged previous solution is projected onto the adapted mesh, and the computation is restarted. Fig. 29 illustrates the result of one adaptation applied on the coarsest grid of the DO i family. As it can be observed with the DO1 mesh, the wing wake is strongly dissipated when crossing coarser Cartesian cells. On the other hand, the wake resolution is much more satisfactory with the DO2 mesh. However, as indicated in Table 3, this better resolution implies a mesh size which can be prohibitive. The mesh DO1 a exhibits a good compromise:
limited cost in term of grid size but a wake resolution almost as satisfactory as the one of the largest mesh. As it can be noticed, the adaptation algorithm has imposed a better refinement rightly located in the wake area. As a consequence, in this zone, the refinements of DO1 a and DO2 are equivalent. In order to evaluate the impact of such an adaptation on the global drag coefficients, Table 7 The latter produces results which are in good agreement with the reference L4: the discrepancies between far-field coefficients are below the drag count. Considering the adapted DO1 a mesh, the values displayed in Table 7 allow to 36 state that the adaptation has helped improving the accuracy of drag prediction. Indeed, the drag levels obtained with DO1 a are clearly between the outcomes of DO1 and DO2. The lift-induced and viscous pressure drag predictions are more accurate with DO1 a than with DO1. As a conclusion, the Cartesian mesh adaptation based on turbulent viscosity has led to a better resolution of the wing wake without deteriorating the accuracy of the drag prediction. 
VII. Conclusions
This article is focused on a methodology relying on the partitioning of the computational domain into near-body and off-body regions. Off-body regions are meshed by Cartesian grids that can be adapted according to flow features, whereas near-body grids are defined around each element of the configuration. The objective was to demonstrate that using this approach with ONERA modules and a relevant near-body mesh generation tool allows to complete the pre-processing of a quite complex CFD simulation within a few days, with good-quality results.
In order to validate this approach, the well-known NASA Common Research Model has been chosen.
Furthermore, in the idea of highlighting the flexibility of the approach, the vertical tailplane designed at ONERA for the CRM has been used as an additional overset element. Still for validation purposes, both numerical and experimental data have been considered. The numerical data which has been employed is based on the great amount of results obtained in the context of DPW-4 and DPW-5. In particular, an intensive use of the common pointmatched multiblock mesh family provided by the DPW-5 Committee has been done. The wind tunnel measurements which have been used are from the National Transonic Facility.
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The meshing method has been precisely described. Its advantages have been highlighted: easiness, flexibility, rapid implementation, Cartesian grid adaptation. Each step has been explained in detail: creation of near-body grids with commercial meshing software, Cartesian grid generation, and overset assembly with the in-house Cassiopée modules. Guidelines have been proposed. Then, the two sets of overset grids used in this study have been presented.
The first one corresponds to ONERA grids created from zero. The following configurations have been addressed:
Wing-Body, Wing-Body with HTP, and Wing-Body with HTP and VTP. The second set is made of mixed DPW-ONERA grids for which Cartesian mesh adaptations have been performed.
Once the ONERA elsA solver and far-field post-processing code ffd72 have been described, some numerical considerations concerning especially the topic of convergence were discussed. Then, the results obtained with the first set of grids have been given. The global near-field and far-field drag coefficients have been presented for all the geometries mentioned above: the agreement which has been observed between the grids generated following the ONERA meshing approach and the common DPW meshes is remarkable. On the WB configuration for instance, the differences for each drag component are clearly below the count. The delta in drag due to the HTP obtained with the ONERA overset grids has been confirmed by DPW-4 grids and NTF data. Concerning local analyses, since the topology of ONERA grids leads to very strong refinements close to the element junctions, the side-of-body flow separations can be slightly larger. On the other hand, a good agreement is observed for pressure distributions and local drag productions. Considering the second set of grids and results, it has been shown that the Cartesian mesh adaptation based on turbulent viscosity enables a better resolution of the wakes without deteriorating the drag prediction.
Today, this approach is more and more used at ONERA. It has already been applied to more complex aircraft configurations than the CRM and has allowed to obtain very accurate performance predictions.
